
Vocabulary List for 
“Chinese Classics and Neuroscience”

1 classify 分類する
英英 arrange a group of people or things in classes or categories according to shared qualities or characteristics

例文 A Classic is a work being sorted or classified as of the highest quality.

2 printing press 印刷機
英英 a machine for printing text or pictures from type or plates.

例文 In ancient times, paper was expensive and the printing presses didn’t exist.

3 therefore それゆえに
英英 for that reason

例文  Therefore, leaving books to the next generation took far more effort and resources.

4 transcribe 書き写す 
翻訳する

英英 put (thoughts, speech, or data) into written or printed form

例文 Every single generation up to this day has classified them as valuable enough to be transcribed.

5 philosopher 哲学者
英英 a person engaged or learned in philosophy, especially as an academic discipline.

例文 Ancient Chinese philosophers had deep insights into society and human nature.

6 insight 見識 
洞察

英英 a deep understanding of a person or thing

例文 Ancient Chinese philosophers had deep insights into society and human nature.

7 corroborate 裏づける 
支持する

英英 confirm or give support to (a statement, theory, or finding)

例文 And now, finally, science has corroborated the insights of past great thinkers.

8 supernatural 超自然的な
英英 attributed to some force beyond scientific understanding or the laws of nature

例文 In ancient times, people believed in supernatural entities above the clouds.

9 entity 実在 
存在物

英英 a thing with distinct and independent existence

例文 In ancient times, people believed in supernatural entities above the clouds.

10 reward 報いる
英英 make a gift in recognition of their services, efforts, or achievements

例文 People believed in supernatural entities above the clouds that punished and rewarded them.

11 Confucianism 儒教
英英 a system of philosophical and ethical teachings founded by Confucius (孔子)

例文 Xunzi is a philosopher of Confucianism in the late Warring States period.

12 explicitly 明白に 
はっきりと

英英 in a clear and detailed manner, leaving no room for confusion or doubt

例文 Xunzi explicitly denied the existence of gods.

13 argue 主張する 
論じる

英英 give reasons or cite evidence in support of an idea, action, or theory

例文 Xunzi argued that praying for rain never brought about rain.

14 pray 祈る
英英 wish or hope strongly for a particular outcome or situation

例文 Xunzi argued that praying for rain never brought about rain.

15 psychological 心理学の 
心理的な

英英 relating to psychology

例文 Recent psychological studies have proven that Xunzi was right.

16 resort [v] 頼る 
訴える

英英 turn to and adopt a strategy or course of action so as to resolve a difficult situation

例文 They are most likely to resort to prayers, rituals, donations to gods, or consulting oracles.

17 prayer 祈り
英英 a solemn request for help or expression of thanks addressed to God or an object of worship

例文 They are most likely to resort to prayers, rituals, donations to gods, or consulting oracles.

18 ritual 儀式
英英 a religious or solemn ceremony consisting of a series of actions

例文 They are most likely to resort to prayers, rituals, donations to gods, or consulting oracles.

19 donation 寄付
英英 something that is given to a charity, especially a sum of money

例文 They are most likely to resort to prayers, rituals, donations to gods, or consulting oracles.

20 oracle 神官 
巫女

英英 a priest or priestess acting as a medium through whom advice or prophecy was sought from the gods

例文 They are most likely to resort to prayers, rituals, donations to gods, or consulting oracles.
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21 measure 対策 
手段

英英 a plan or course of action taken to achieve a particular purpose

例文 All of these measures are scientifically ineffective at producing the desired result.

22 preserve 守る 
保全する

英英 maintain or keep alive (a memory or quality)

例文 By preserving the fiction, they can convince themselves that they aren’t helpless.

23 fiction 虚構
英英 something that is invented or untrue

例文 By preserving the fiction, they can convince themselves that they aren’t helpless.

24 convince 確信させる 
説得する

英英 cause (someone) to believe firmly in the truth of something

例文 By preserving the fiction, they can convince themselves that they aren’t helpless.

25 anxious 不安な
英英 experiencing worry, unease, or nervousness

例文 They at least feel that they are in charge and will therefore be less anxious.

26 imply 示唆する
英英 (of a fact or occurrence) suggest (something) as a logical consequence:

例文 Xunzi implied that a wise king has to be clear that gods are fictional.

27 clear はっきりわ
かっている

英英 free of anything that impairs logical thought

例文 Xunzi implied that a wise king has to be clear that gods are fictional.

28 mass 大衆、庶民 
[the masses]

英英 the ordinary people

例文 the masses want to feel at ease by believing in supernatural beings.

29 irrational 非合理な
英英 not logical or reasonable

例文 Gods and Heaven surely don’t exist, but completely denying them is also irrational.

30 principled 節度のある
英英 acting in accordance with morality and showing recognition of right and wrong

例文 The principled person does not look around for good fortune.

31 contentment 満足 
幸福感

英英 a state of happiness and satisfaction

例文 Heaven rewards contentment for that lack of concern.

32 obsessed とりつかれ
ている

英英 mind being preoccupied continually, intrusively, and to a troubling extent:

例文 On the other hand, heaven gives misfortune to those obsessed with avoiding it.

33 Evolutionary 
Psychology 進化心理学

英英

例文 The latest findings from Evolutionary Psychology has brought to light new comprehension regarding this quote.

34 discourse 対話、論説 
論文

英英 written or spoken communication or debate

例文 Vegetable Root Discourse was written in the Ming dynasty.

35 dynasty 王朝、王家 
王朝時代

英英 a line of hereditary rulers of a country

例文 Vegetable Root Discourse was written in the Ming dynasty.

36 reproduction 生殖、繁殖
英英 the production of offspring by a sexual or asexual process

例文 Happiness is only about encouraging survival and reproduction.

37 physiological 生理的な 
生理上の

英英 relating to the branch of biology that deals with the normal functions of living organisms and their parts

例文 Our physiological system is not programmed to keep us happy all the time.

38 pleasant 心地よい 
魅力的な

英英 giving a sense of happy satisfaction or enjoyment

例文 Evolution provided pleasant sensations during sexual activity.

39 sensations 感覚 
気持ち

英英 a physical feeling or perception resulting from something that happens to the body

例文 Evolution provided pleasant sensations during sexual activity.

40 subside 静まる 
落ち着く

英英 become less intense, violent, or severe / lapse into silence or inactivity

例文 Evolution also programmed these pleasant feelings to quickly subside.
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41 inherit 生まれつき
の、固有の

英英 existing in something as a permanent, essential, or characteristic attribute

例文 Their genes would not be inherited to the next generation.

42 pursuit 追求
英英 the action of following or pursuing someone or something

例文 The root of suffering could be this never-ending pursuit of happiness. 

43 tension 緊張 
不安

英英 mental or emotional strain

例文 It causes us to be in a constant state of tension, restlessness, and dissatisfaction.

44 restlessness 落ち着かな
いこと

英英 the inability to rest or relax as a result of anxiety or boredom

例文 It causes us to be in a constant state of tension, restlessness, and dissatisfaction.

45 plague 苦しめる 
悩ませる

英英 cause continual trouble or distress to

例文 Even when feeling joy, one can still be plagued with the fear of losing it.

46 exhaust 疲れ果てさ
せる

英英 drain (someone) of their physical or mental resources

例文  Endless pursuit of happiness makes us exhausted and discontented

47 discontented 不満な 
不機嫌な

英英 dissatisfied, especially with one's circumstances

例文  Endless pursuit of happiness makes us exhausted and discontented

48 indifferent 無関心な
英英 having no particular interest or sympathy; unconcerned

例文 Only those who are indifferent to happiness can truly be happy.

49 preceding 先立つ 
前の時代の

英英 come before (something) in time

例文 Unlike his preceding philosophers, Xunzi argued that people are not inherently good.

50 fruit 成果、結果
英英 the result or reward of work or activity

例文 One’s goodness is the fruit of his or her learning and efforts.

51 coincide 合致する
英英 correspond in nature; tally

例文 His view perfectly coincides with the latest findings from neuroscience.

52 neuroscience 神経科学
英英 science division which deals with the structure or function of the nervous system and brain

例文 His view perfectly coincides with the latest findings from neuroscience.

53 intellectual 知的な 
知性の

英英 relating to the intellect

例文 Almost all the intellectual and rational capabilities are provided by the neocortex.

54 rational 合理的な
英英 based on or in accordance with reason or logic

例文 Almost all the intellectual and rational capabilities are provided by the neocortex.

55 reflex 反射的な
英英 an action that is performed as a response to a stimulus and without conscious thought

例文 Breathing, eating, sex, and reflex reactions are still critical to our survival and reproduction.

56 consciously 意識的に
英英 in a deliberate and intentional way

例文 The neocortex can temporarily control breathing, as when you consciously decide to hold your breath.

57 detect 検知する 
見抜く

英英 discover or identify the presence or existence of

例文 If the brain stem detects that you need more oxygen, it will ignore the neocortex and take back control.

58 harbor 心に抱く 
かくまう

英英 keep (a thought or feeling, typically a negative one) in one's mind, especially secretly

例文 Everyone harbors this tendency to some degree.

59 occasionally ときどき
英英 at infrequent or irregular intervals; now and then

例文 Evolution discovered that it is occasionally helpful for propagating genes.

60 propagate 繁殖する 
広める

英英 breed specimens of (a plant or animal) by natural processes from the parent stock

例文 evolution discovered that it is occasionally helpful for propagating genes.
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61 empathy 共感
英英 the ability to understand and share the feelings of another

例文 We have to cultivate our empathy and give more strength to our rational self.

62 flit あちこち移
動する

英英 move swiftly and lightly

例文 Zhuangzi dreamt that he was a butterfly, a butterfly flitting and fluttering about.

63 flutter 羽ばたく 
飛ぶ

英英 fly unsteadily or hover by flapping the wings quickly and lightly

例文 Zhuangzi dreamt that he was a butterfly, a butterfly flitting and fluttering about.

64 solidly 強固に
英英 in a firm or secure manner

例文 Suddenly, he woke up and there he was, solidly and unmistakablely Zhuangzi.

65 fable 寓話
英英 a short story, typically with animals as characters, conveying a moral

例文 What does this fable tell us? 

66 exposition 説明 
解説

英英 a comprehensive description and explanation of an idea or theory

例文 A neuroscientist may take it as exposition of how unreliable our perception is.

67 perception 知覚 
認識

英英 the ability to see, hear, or become aware of something through the senses

例文 A neuroscientist may take it as exposition of how unreliable our perception is.

68 comprehend 理解する 
包括する

英英 grasp mentally; understand

例文 We’re not really comprehending the world out there but rather are constructing it within our brains.

69 locate 位置を定め
る

英英 discover the exact place or position of

例文 Your brain creates a three-dimensional model of your room and bed, and then locates yourself on the bed.

70 identify 身元・素性
がわかる

英英 establish or indicate who or what (someone or something) is

例文 You might perhaps identify yourself as a butterfly instead.

71 intuitively 直感的に
英英 without conscious reasoning; instinctively

例文 Zhuangzi must have intuitively realized that his perceived reality was just a created illusion in his brain.

72 reflect  反映する
英英 show an image of

例文 We have no way to see whether the model in his brain was actually reflecting the objective reality. 
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